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Indians were the orginal............................. of America before the arrival of Europeans.

influences inferences inheritances inhabitants

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Another way of looking at...........................is by comparing the rate growth to the doubling time

involved .

population geography exponential growth

birth control population change

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

At present, about 131 milion babies are.....................every year, and about 41 million people die.

occured set up born established

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The historical prespective.......................... why the term population explosion has come into use.  

suggests doubled stop interest

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Expulsion and escape have contributed to................., so some people move within a country or

from a country.  

consideration conversation manifestation migration

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The company is bankrupt and there is no prospect of any improvement in its condition. 'Prospect'

means.......... .

place time expectation risk

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

International war also generates migration streams in all over the world. 'generates' means......... .

prevents deletes stops produces

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Floods, storms, earthquakes, and many .................... hazards have caused large-scale migrations in

various areas of the world.

acquisition environmental disasters people

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Nomads do not have fixed............................... . They move from place to place.

resources abodes prospects wealthes

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The two countries had a fight over the ownership of a..........................which belonged to a third

country.

pan handle mass panhandle

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Scientists can only .................................on the possibility of the existance of life on other planets.

They can only make guesses about it. 

ensure sustain plot speculate

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 In................................,i.e. Middle and South American subsistence agriculture,forest patches are

cleared for temporary cultivation of corn and other crops.

milpa agriculture pastoralist

transition shifting agriculture

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In................................regions, there is no cold season, and weather does not usually go below 60

degrees C.

vegetation subtropical tropical stagnation

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Modern techniques of................................have helped farmers to increase their agricultural

products.

conserve conserves conservation conservational

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Important news..............................all over the countries of the world through radio and

television.

contain replenish make diffuse

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Enough natural resources and good managment can make a country...............................among the

other societies. They make a country successful and rich.

dangerous lazy precarious prosperous

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Researchers do not usually........................................about the effects of a certain drug from one

or two experiments.

preserve obtain generalize elaborate

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A factory is considered as a(n)............................place. It is not used for living.

residental building elaborate non-residental

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The southern parts of Tehran are more....................................than its Northern areas. They have a

large population.

empty prosperous obtained populous

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Farmers of the Soviet Union woreked on.....................................lands. No one owned a piece of

land. 

communal normal material mental

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The audience......................................at the little boy's skill in playing the piano. They were filled

with great surprise and admiration.

studied marveled proposed considered

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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There are many highly sophisticsted divices on an aircraft. 'sophisticated' means................ .

produced  with a high level of skill and knowledge 

easy to understand

hard to be discovered

sensitive

22-

1.

2.

3.

4.

 The place where something has happened or will happen could be called a............................ . 

contain site diffuse geography

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the below can be a part of a natural disaster?

war kidnap suicide storm

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Taking a complete census is a complicated proposition. 'Proposition' means............ .

prospect wealth abode task

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The attempts to stabilize prices have not been successful. 'Stabilize' means............. .
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26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Japan can be named the most developed country in Asia. 'Developed' means............ . 

����� ����� �
� ����� ����� ����
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27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Perishable goods such as meat and butter should be stored in cool places. Perishable

means ............. .

��	 �! ��"# "���  �$"��% ���&'�	

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

New York is a huge "metropolis". "metropolis" means................. .

�(# )�(# �(# �*� ����	

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Disease prevention through vaccination introduced a new era in public health. "Disease" means

 �(+ ��, ��%*� �#�!��

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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